Abstract-For quartz crystal resonators of thickness-shear type, the vibration frequency and mode shapes, which are key features of resonators in circuit applications, reflect the basic material and structural properties of the quartz plate and its variation with time under various factors such as erosive gases and liquids that can cause surface and internal damages and degradation of crystal blanks.
INTRODUCTION
In the analysis and design of quartz crystal resonators, it has been known that the material is homogenous and uniform to simplify the design process. In reality, as one way to improve the performance of quartz crystal resonators, variation of material configuration has been adopted to change the properties of vibration modes to satisfy needs of resonator performance.
The variation of quartz crystal plate configuration presents challenges to the analysis and fabrication of quartz crystal resonators due to complicated material properties, but the needs are justified from the significant improvement of device performances and efforts have been made through design and fabrication. It is known that the variation will reduce the couplings of typical vibration modes such as the thickness-shear (TSh) and flexure which appear in the functioning vibrations of quartz crystal resonators.
The difficulties for accurate analysis of anisotropic plate vibrations are generally known with complications from anisotropic material, coupled modes, and accompanying boundary conditions. These complications have been there and many techniques primarily based on various simplifications and approximations have been existed for solutions which are required in resonator design. Further refinement and improvement of analysis are made with the consideration of more physical complications like irregular configurations of crystal blanks such as the commonly known beveling, which refers to the contour or thickness variations in edges of blanks to suppress strong couplings between thickness-shear and flexural modes. It has been found that the beveling in common configurations such as linear or quadratic variation of thickness can weaken couplings between thickness-shear and flexural modes significantly [1] [2] . As a result, processing techniques based on grinding have been developed to take the advantage by making contour or beveling in edges of crystal blanks, but not necessarily in any specific form of design [3] . Since material grading is equivalent to thickness variation, we started the analysis of vibration frequencies of an FGM quartz crystal plate in the thickness-shear modes to explore possible applications in sensor technology [4] .
There have been studies on wave propagations in FGM solids with various methods including approximations and discrete techniques [4] [5] [6] . There is no doubt that such analysis is important in establishing the correlation between performance changes and FGM patterns in wave propagation and high frequency vibrations of device structures. In the material processing part, FGM patterns can be realized through modern technologies such as radiation, laser, and chemical etching, and so on. We can make the partial materials to FGM materials so advantages can be taken and the equivalent effect of beveling can be achieved with minimal cost in fabrication. In this case, we have finally utilized the FGM for possible advantages rather than known applications in structural protection and enhancement [6] .
Of course, applications of FGM in acoustic wave devices have been studied before for possible performance enhancement and novel fabrication techniques [7] [8] [9] . The essential nature of acoustic wave devices requires the analysis to consider wave propagations or high frequency vibrations in piezoelectric materials and solids as have been done for FGM plates and structures [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Such studies have been carried out before and there are positive leads to be followed up with more research for effective FGM to meet performance requirements of next generation acoustic wave devices. In this paper, we make further assumption on the material grading to represent a general pattern which is no longer symmetric regarding the middle plane, or the thickness. By following the earlier approach based on the Fourier series e thickness-shear displacement which now ha and antisymmetric components, a more ge vibrations of an infinite FGM plate is studied equation of the FGM plate in the thickne mode is obtained for studies on effects parameters of material grading.
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where is the fundamental thickness-shear frequency of a plate with uniform properties given in (3). Now we have a system of equations for amplitudes of displacements as
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For free vibrations of an infinite FGM quartz crystal plate, frequencies can be obtained by setting the determinant of K matrix to vanish through
With all known parameters of material properties, we can evaluate (21) for the fundamental and overtone vibration frequencies. It is clear from (19) that the fundamental and overtone modes are now closely coupled. In other words, the FGM plates can no longer support pure modes of thickness-shear vibrations even it is infinite. In this case, our interests will be on the effects of FGM patterns on frequencies of the coupled thickness-shear modes.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
With the frequency equation in (21), we can calculate vibration frequencies of an FGM plate with given property grading pattern and parameters.
Since the frequency equation cannot be given in an explicit form, we have to perform the calculation with estimated number of modes, or order of the matrix, to obtain convergent solutions with given limit for the evaluation of frequency. In the calculation, parameters α, β and β will have effects on the frequency solution. With α 1 and β and β as zeroes or very small numbers, the plate can be considered as a uniform one. Parameter N also has great effect on the frequency through its variation. It is clear that the smaller N represents a smooth variation of material properties across the thickness, and very large N implies a plate with very small variation of properties, or the plate can be considered an a uniform one.
As a numerical example, we set 1， which means a typical FGM plate with relatively large variations of material properties. We made the calculations with different parameter N to demonstrate effects of grading and the solution procedure. It is also shown the test procedure with estimated numbers of modes to get accurate solutions. From tables above, we found that for specific N=5, 10, 15, 20, 25 tested, we can always obtain accurate solutions for the first five modes with K of order 17. The results based on this calculation have been summarized in Table XI . Again, it is clear that the overtone frequencies are no longer multiples of the fundamental frequency. With N takes a large value, we obtain the exact solutions of uniform plates. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
As the continuation of our study on the thickness-shear vibrations of quartz crystal plates with material grading across the thickness, we extended our earlier results to more general variation of material properties represented by a trigonometric function with both symmetric and anti-symmetric elements included. The solutions are obtained by expanding the deformation into Fourier series and through forcing the coefficients of coupled terms to vanish in order to satisfy the equation of motion.
Then, the frequencies from the coefficient matrix are obtained as the vibration frequencies of the thickness-shear modes including the fundamental one and the overtones. In numerical examples, only the asymmetric vibrations are obtained and the procedure of calculation is examined. The complications of vibration modes through the couplings of overtone modes are observed. Such results can be used in the analysis of frequency spectra of resonators with both surface and internal damages and corrosions to help the understanding of certain measurement results in applications like sensors for chemical and biological samples. Of course, it is also possible to create material variation patterns of quartz crystal resonators to enhance mode couplings so measurements can be performed with different frequencies for validations or enable multiple functions with one device.
